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Markets inch up. Cheese gained just a bit of strength this week, with 40 lb. blocks gaining a 1/2 
cent this week and closing at $1.1250. Barrels were up 2 cents/lb, closing the week at $1.11. 
Note that this is the first price movement of any kind in cheese since the first week of April. Butter 
was off 3/4 cents, closing at $1.09. On the futures markets, most Class III contracts made gains-
some double digit. August through year-end contracts are now all solidly trading in the $11 range, 
with fall contracts inching up toward $12. Class IV contracts were unchanged. 

My Picks for this week: Well, markets may have gained a little strength, but not much. I have 
revised my May and June estimates down a little.  

 Quota Overbase Class 4a Class 4b 
April $11.08 $9.38 $9.59 $9.18 
May $11.14 $9.44 $9.67 $9.25 
June $11.20 $9.50 $9.46 $9.44 
May MILC at $1.79. USDA announced the May Class I price at $9.71/cwt, placing the May Milk 
Income Loss Contract (MILC) payment at $1.79. That drops the May MILC payment 3 cents from 
April. The MILC payment has averaged $1.66 since the first of calendar year, and $1.60 since the 
first of the fiscal year, which started October 1, 2002. 

More CWT details. The "Cooperatives Working Together" (CWT) program would target the 
elimination of 125,300 head of dairy cattle to eliminate 2.07 billion lb. of milk production, says 
Elvin Hollon, Dairy Farmers of America. The program would also pay producers to reduce milk 
marketings, and offer exporters incentives to move more dairy products off-shore.  

CWT cost/returns. The CWT program would cost about $210 million, and require an estimated 
17.9 cent/cwt assessment from participating dairy producers. The hope is that the combined 
affects would generate 82 cents/cwt in higher milk prices. The National Milk Producers Federation 
board of directors will vote on the proposal May 9. 

DFA sued for anti-trust. The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) filed suit against Dairy Farmers 
of America (DFA) yesterday. DOJ alleges DFA has created a monopoly with its acquisition of 
Southern Belle Dairy in February 2003. DOJ says DFA has a monopoly in 47 school districts for 
sales of school milk in Kentucky and Tennessee. It further claims the Southern Belle acquisition 
reduces the number of independent bidders from three to two in 54 more districts. 

Canadian shipments stopped. Wisconsin authorities have detained one load of Canadian milk 
and have turned back another this week. Wisconsin officials say the milk comes from non-
inspected Ontario farms. The recent World Trade Organization ruling against Canada prohibits 
pooling and blending of an export class of milk into the pay price. As a result, Dairy Farmers of 
Ontario announced it would no longer pay for over-quota milk. Three Ontario producers objected, 
and tried to sell the milk in Wisconsin.  

Going Cold Turkey. Elimination of all Federal dairy programs-Milk Income Loss Contracts, the 
support program, the Dairy Export Incentive Program and Federal Orders-would initially shock the 
system. But within two years, equilibrium would return to the national system and prices would 
mirror prices projected under current programs, according to analysis by the Food and 
Agricultural Policy Research Institute. The study was required by Congress as part of the last 
Farm Bill, and was made public at a Cornell Dairy Policy conference in Memphis Wednesday. 

States affected differently. Even though national average prices would rebound within two 
years following elimination of all Federal dairy policy, state-by-state impacts would vary widely. 
The analysis assumes California would retain its state order, (an unrealistic assumption, because 
California could not survive on its own) and thus would benefit greatly by nearly $1/cwt within a 



couple of years of Federal deregulation. High Class I states like New York, Pennsylvania and 
Texas would see prices fall 80 cents/cwt in the first five years, and 65 cents after that. These 
losses would be even greater if they were unable to maintain any over-order premiums.  

Farm impacts vary, too. The impact of deregulation on individual dairies would also vary widely, 
depending on herd size. For example, a 1,700-cow California could actually see its revenues 
climb by $200,000 per year. But a 2,400-cow north Texas dairy could see revenues fall $400,000 
and a 1,500-cow Florida dairy could lose more than $450,000. A 135-cow Vermont dairy would 
lose $42,000, and a 135-cow Wisconsin dairy, -$13,000. 

Split-state TB status. In a proposed USDA rule, Michigan may soon be able to operate under a 
split-state bovine tuberculosis classification. The northeast corner of the state's Lower Peninsula 
would be established as the "modified accredited" zone. TB-infected deer and cattle have been 
found here. The rest of the state would be classified "modified accredited advanced" under the 
ruling. The status upgrade relaxes animal movement restrictions. USDA will take comments on 
the proposed ruling until June 6. 
 


